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SKILLSET

Bread Making

Ceramics: hand building + wheel

Bicycle mechanic

Zinc Plate Etch Press, Screen Printing

CNC Milling, MasterCAM x5

Lasercutter

SketchUp Pro, Maxwell Render for Sketchup

AutoCAD, some Revit

Rhinoceros, VRay + Grasshopper plug-ins

Adobe Creative Suite + Dreamweaver

Manual drafting, sketching, modeling

Summer 2010 Drew Ranieri (of Solomon Cordwell Buenz), Chicago IL: design assistant/collaborator
Invited to a competition by Building Design International to design prototypes for pre-school and
high school facilities in Russia: 3D modeling and competition documents

Summer 2010 Design in the Digital Age, Blacksburg VA: two month workshop featuring Rhinoceros,
Grasshopper, AutoCAD, 3ds Max and Adobe Creative Suite

Summers 2008-2010 Heidrun Hoppe Associates, Evanston IL: part tme assistant
3d modeling, site measurements and as-built CAD drawings

Summers 2011-2012 Bureau Spectacular (Jimenez Lai), Chicago IL: architecture intern
digital and hand modeling, installation fabrication, filmmaking, competition drawings, website
redesign with html coding

August 2012-February 2013 Olson Kundig Architects: Seattle WA: architecture intern
Design + fabrication of [storefront] The Free Book Incident, deliverables: renderings, SD
packages, models, 3D modeling, marketing drawings

EXPERIENCE

Spring 2008 Naef Toy Competition, finalist

Spring 2010 Gould Turner, PC Award, Scholorship to study abroad

Spring 2011 Chesapeake Bay Competition, top 5

Spring 2011 Contribution to Studio Culture Award

Spring 2012 Thesis Prize, Runner-up

RECOGNITION

Fall 2010 Center for European Studies in Architecture, Riva San Vitale, CH semester study abroad

2007-2012 Virginia Tech College of Architecture and Urban Studies, Bachelor of Architecture
Spring 2012, Summa Cum Laude

E D U C AT I O N

KATHERINE

1423 NE 63rd St
Seattle, WA, 98115
katherine.ranieri@gmail.com
847.431.0543
katherineranieri.com

THESIS UNCOVERINGS

personal utopia
FRAMEWORK NARRATIVE FOR THE THESIS

ROOMS IN WORLDS

A man has constructed himself a portable habitation unit in which to live for the duration of the
construction of his permanent dwelling. He has
built his needs into his temporary piece but has
chosen to embellish, to establish his personal
utopia, to find a permanence; aided by the reverse
sensibility learned though his first attempt. He
builds his house.

The search for a personal utopia is in itself to question
the essential nature and pattern of dwelling.

He lives comfortably but continues to have
stirrings of discontent. Although he is not living
extravagantly he feels overwhelmed in his house,
stress follows him home from his daily routine.
The discontent has become something of an
annual ritual. It is at these times that he remembers fondly his habitation unit and the peace he
felt having fewer things around him; releasing
himself into the romantic naiveté of minimal
existence. He dusts off the set of objects and parts
that comprised his temporary dwelling, affixes
them to his transportation and departs. He knows
the lightness of leaving will pass and he will begin
to drift into loneliness and wonder when reality
will beckon him to return. When he does, he
takes solace in remembering that he always has
the option to relocate himself - inside the familiarity of his portable dwelling.

The inquiry is facilitated by the comparison of two structures as they attempt to satisfy particular programmatic
needs with the same sensibility and sensitivity toward
the inhabitant. The permanent structure has a relevance
and responsibility to a specific location: a steady fixedness, while the portable dwelling is limited to a typology
of place (or rather a set of locations) categorized by
necessary access to water and other vital resources. One
lends itself more willingly to a delight in novelty, and
perhaps slight impracticality, while the other asks for
reason and reservation. The dwellings are co-dependent;
each requires the other in order to give itself a point of
reference.

It would seem that man dwells so that he may have a
sanctuary where the unorganized and perceptively
random things outside himself can be set aside or
brought inside to be ordered. Thus the house becomes a
filter of the exterior world.

Through investigation into both house and shelter, the
similarities emerged in the essential natures of each:
both demand a rigorous examination of the tranistions in
section.

The selections from the study illustrate the examination of the
house/shelter as an abstracted diagram. As such, they are
purposefully devoid of materiality to allow for an analysis of the
specific spatial conditions without an additional layer of
complexity

SHELTER STUDIES

The first notion is the ordering of ground by imposing
a platform. It describes the contours of the land by
the desire to level. It is the recognition of ground
with a datum of reference.

The temporary structure is more akin to a welltailored suit than a shelter.
It is a set of boundaries to denote the space formed
by the activities it contains. Even at its small scale it
engages section in order to accommodate varied
spatial conditions for each activity.
It receives light and provides the requirements. It
can afford to have novelty (accordion) on account of
its periodic habitation; it can be new twice.
At this point shelter is merely an object: a glorified
piece of outdoor furniture. It remains such until it
mediates between itself and the ground by means of
the raised platform. That moment is its recognition
and adaptation to a set of external conditions.
Standing atop the platform, inside the shelter, the
inhabitant becomes an observer of his environs.

mediation of shelter between the world and itself

accordion

HOUSE STUDIES

Upon entering the house the inhabitant crosses a
boundary into his filtered world. From the mezzanine
he is simultaneously engaged in and an observer of
his world
01_Displacement House
02_House Exposed

Transition into LIVING: exterior

01_DISPLACEMENT HOUSE
The procession from the exterior into the interior is a slow
transition. The inhabitant has to pass through a series of
boundaries, denoted by changes in section, until his
release into the interior.
Once inside, the dweller is confronted by another layer of
boundaries in the varied section between spaces. The
inhabitant has the abilitity to continually see his traces as
he moves through the house during his daily routines. The
window for light instead of window for view furthers the
notion of the house as a filtered and introverted subset of
the external world outside.

sidewalk-steps-garden-steps-hallway-kitchen-dining-steps-’tallway’-steps-PRIVATE

02_HOUSE EXPOSED
This house attempts to bound space without reliance on
the envelope to fully enclose it. The envelope can thus
belong to an exterior context, which only influences the
interior in terms of cardinal direction. The envelope is
liberated from the interior conditions, furthering the
introverted nature of the dwelling.
The boundaries that are in place lay claim to the space in
an implied rather than direct way. The analysis of the
house shown here solidifies various paths through the
house, as they are affected vertically in section by the
imposed boundaries of the house. The paths are then
unfolded to be read as a linear trajectory.

Transition into PRIVATE TERRACE: living

Transition into LIVING: exterior

Project_ONE
Program: offices,
exhibition space,
education space
Site: VA Beach, VA
Spring 2011

CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION
The project began with two
structures; a tunnel and a tower; both
were concieved as pre-existing
conditions of the site. Perpendicular to
the axis of the tunnel perches the
spine, a circulation necessitated
organizational system. It serves to
link, as well apportion, the programmatic elements of the Chesapeake
Bay Foundation. Malleability of
program is latent in the implementation of the spine providing flexibility
for center to adapt to suit the needs of
the foundation.
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FULL COMPETITION BOARD

Project_TWO
Program: Gallery for
a rotating set of 52
modernist era chairs.
Site: Blacksburg, VA
Spring 2011

(living) ROOM FOR A CHAIR
The proposal for the furniture gallery
relies on the inseparability of the chair
from the living room. Instead of posing
the chair to be observed as a gallery
piece, the program was redefined
allowing the chair to function as it
was designed to. It provides simply a
room with a chair.

5 day charette

Project_FIVE NAEF TOY COMPETITION (finalist)
Program: Wooden toy Made of maple, each of the 60 pieces
for ages 3 and up measures 3cm x 6cm x 1cm.
Site: Hands, Tables
Spring 2008 The intent was a modular form that
could yield infinite combinations full
of irregularity; resulting in countless
hours of imaginative play

6 cm

3 cm

1 cm

TRAVELING, PENCIL IN HAND
In every project’s early stage I can be found hunched over any
nearby scrap of paper attempting to extract thoughts-formsrelationship-hierarchies out of the mental construction in order
to allow them to participate in the physical world. In travel it is
the same: continually looking for and documenting architecture.
The manual act of drawing has been a critical part of my process
but more importantly it is where I find insatiable pleasure in the
search for and analysis of built environments.
The following pages contain a selection from my 5 month stay in
Riva San Vitale, CH

LOCATIONS
From top left:
Parish House, Genestrerio, CH
Posta, Bellinzona, CH
Church of San Giovanni Battista, Mogno, CH
Capella Santa Maria degli Angeli, Monte Tamaro, CH
Castel Grande, Bellinzona, CH
La Thoronet, Provence, FR

